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想，综合采用了 C#、Java Script、Action Script开发语言和 Oracle数据库技术，

















Escort ships safe sailing in & out port and providing technically
support have important social and economic benefits, setting up
artificial AtoN (Aids to Navigation) entities on the sea near the port
just like marking road border on land, this can help ships safe sailing
on the specified channel and not easily occur accident of struck rocks.
However, there are always circumstances of poor visibility such as
dense fog, dust haze, cloudy rainy day, and night and so on, these still
bring trouble to the ships safe sailing in & out port.7.23 Yongwen
extremely large traffic accident of railway EMU leave heavy warning to
every science and technology workers. It happened at thunderstorm
rainy night when the ahead one got fault and stop because of thunder
hit, unexpectedly the behind one didn't known and hit directly, I think
this is caused by key traffic info factors not yet get effectively and fast
flow. International Association of Lighthouse Authorities Working
Group on an Aid to Navigation Information Service had several times
proposed parties should publish port newest aids to navigation info
timely via Internet. So the development of an Information System of
Aids to Ships’ Safety Navigation will be great practical significance
which can promote info flow of maritime traffic factors effectively fast
and conveniently flow, and can help ships' seamen familiar with
environment of navigable waters Beyond Visual Range, promote
enhance the level of maritime safety traffic environment, and can
service for ships’ safety navigation not affected by the low visibility.
This paper mainly describes the key technologies used in the
development design and implementation of the Aids to Ships’ Safety














remote sensing image map engine based on Internet, with G-Class
large amount of data storage, multi-level multi-resolution, tiled
cutting encoded remote sensing image of Xiamen port, Quanzhou
port and Meizhou bay, and also can partly quickly load RS map that
configured with latitude and longitude space coordinates information
by user's view ,implement What You Want to See Is What It Load.
Research and developed virtual reality display module based on 360
degree panorama which also can show the current azimuth. By using
the Automatic Identification System (AIS) technology, implement
reception of real-time AIS ships and can dynamic display and query
on the map engine by used AJAX technology. Implement the location
and query of several aids to navigation factors' layers such as
navigation mark, navigation channel, anchorage, berth, 360 degree
panorama, soundings, and place name. Research and developed a
system management module of strong function which information
publish, delete and update conveniently, and simple operate,
implement can fast add, delete and update the multi-level menu
board according to actual needs. The system uses object-oriented
designing ideas, and uses a combination of C#, JavaScript, Action
Script development language and Oracle database technology. Mixed
using C/S and B/S mode architecture, users Internet services using
B/S Mode and AIS real-time data acquisition module using C/S mode,
database is two parts' medium.
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